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Some studies suggest that dogs can detect cancer in human patients using odor cues. We evaluated the feasibility of using dogs to detect cancer in other dogs. We trained four scent detection
dogs to distinguish urine samples from dogs with urinary tract cancer from urine collected
from presumed normal dogs (controls). All scent detection dogs learned how to distinguish a
few control and cancer urine samples. We then added more control and cancer urine samples to
their training. We found that only one dog (Bud) mastered this larger training set and was able
to reliably distinguish normal urine from urine samples collected from dogs with urinary tract
cancer. Our final step was to evaluate whether “Bud” could reliably identify dogs with cancer
when given new untrained cancer and control urine samples. We found that “Bud” could not reliably detect cancer in these new urine samples. Our results are similar to those of other scientists
who trained dogs to detect prostate cancers in the urine of men. Future studies are needed to
improve training methods to confirm whether dogs could be used to detect cancer in other dogs.
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Abstract: The scent detection prowess of dogs has prompted interest in their ability to detect
cancer. The purpose of this study was to determine whether dogs could use olfactory cues to
discriminate urine samples collected from dogs that did or did not have urinary tract transitional
cell carcinoma (TCC), at a rate greater than chance. Dogs with previous scent training (n=4)
were initially trained to distinguish between a single control and a single TCC-positive urine
sample. All dogs acquired this task (mean =15±7.9 sessions; 20 trials/session). The next training phase used four additional control urine samples (n=5) while maintaining the one original
TCC-positive urine sample. All dogs quickly acquired this task (mean =5.3±1.5 sessions). The
last training phase used multiple control (n=4) and TCC-positive (n=6) urine samples to promote categorical training by the dogs. Only one dog was able to correctly distinguish multiple
combinations of TCC-positive and control urine samples suggesting that it mastered categorical learning. The final study phase evaluated whether this dog would generalize this behavior
to novel urine samples. However, during double-blind tests using two novel TCC-positive and
six novel TCC-negative urine samples, this dog did not indicate canine TCC-positive cancer
samples more frequently than expected by chance. Our study illustrates the need to consider
canine olfactory memory and the use of double-blind methods to avoid erroneous conclusions
regarding the ability of dogs to alert on specimens from canine cancer patients. Our results also
suggest that sample storage, confounding odors, and other factors need to be considered in the
design of future studies that evaluate the detection of canine cancers by scent detection dogs.
Keywords: urinary tract cancer, cancer detection dogs, cancer odor, olfactory memory, multiple
sample learning
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Introduction
Early detection of cancer reduces the need for aggressive
treatment, decreases cancer metastasis, and improves survival in both human and veterinary patients.1,2 Approaches
to detecting cancerous lesions frequently include clinical,
radiological, or endoscopic examination of patients while a
definitive cancer diagnosis often rests on histological examination of suspected abnormal tissue.3 Additional diagnostic
approaches including the use of biomarkers have recently
emerged for veterinary patients.4 Volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) including alkane and aromatic compounds in exhaled
breath,5 colon contents,6 and urine7 have been identified in
human cancer patients using gas chromatography/mass spectroscopy. “Electronic noses” and other sensors that can detect
VOCs and other chemicals found in biological samples from
cancer patients have recently been developed.8–10
The conceptual basis behind an electronic nose originates
in our knowledge of how olfactory neurons detect VOCs
and other odorants.11 The intact olfactory system of animals
functions like a chemical sensor: it detects, identifies, and
discriminates different types of odorants. This function is
well conserved across species leading to novel applications
to cancer detection. For example, nematodes (Caenorhabditis
elegans) display attractive chemotaxis toward human tumor
cell lines, urine, and other samples collected from human
cancer patients.12 Scent detection dogs have been trained to
discriminate human cancer patient urine, exhaled breath,
and other samples from those collected from control patient
populations.13–22 These studies motivated our interest in evaluating the feasibility of using scent detection dogs to detect
cancer in other dogs. Our study evaluated whether dogs could
discriminate between urine samples collected from dogs with
or without urinary tract transitional cell carcinoma (TCC;
otherwise known as urothelial cell carcinoma [UCC]). We
focused on TCC, since it is a highly invasive and relatively
common form of cancer, accounting for approximately 2% of
all reported canine cancers.23 At diagnosis, canine TCCs are
often advanced;23 thus, methods that improve early detection
may prove especially beneficial. The use of dogs for cancer
detection is a relatively new noninvasive technology that, if
effective, would be valuable for the screening for TCC and
other cancers.
The purpose of this study was to determine whether scent
detection dogs can be trained to alert specifically to urine
samples from dogs with urinary tract TCC. We hypothesized
that scent-trained dogs can discriminate between TCC and
non-TCC canine patients at a rate greater than chance.
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Materials and methods
Scent detection dogs
Research was performed in an AAALAC International
accredited facility at North Carolina State University (NCSU).
The NCSU Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
reviewed and approved all experimental protocols. The scent
detection dogs used for this study were drawn from a stock
of candidate scent detector dogs that were used in a previous
study. We used four adult (25–28-month-old) male scent
detection dogs (Marshall BioResources, North Rose, NY,
USA) that had previously completed training on two olfactory
discrimination (OD) tasks, namely vanillin versus an ethanol
stimulus, and ammonium nitrate versus distractant odorants.
The OD test uses a food rewarded conditioned stimulus (CS+)
odorant and an unrewarded (CS-) odorant.24 Previous scent
training with vanillin was initially used since it is a widely
used odorant25 that provided a useful benchmark for the
olfactory performance of the cohort of dogs used in the prior
studies. Prior training with ammonium nitrate was part of
an experimental study designed to assess the ability of dogs
to detect improvised explosive devices (Gruen, unpublished
observations, 2017). The use of dogs with prior scent training
has been used by other investigations.24,26,27 Details on housing
and husbandry procedures have been previously described.24

OD testing
Testing utilized the Toronto General Testing Apparatus
(TGTA) which was originally developed for visual discrimination training with beagles (CanCog Technologies,
Toronto, ON, Canada).28 The test system was modified to
allow evaluation of larger breed dogs and has been previously
described.29 Stainless steel bars separated the dog from the
stimuli (Figure 1A). Openings in the bars allowed the dog to
access the stimuli and obtain food rewards from the technician performing the test. The experimenter manipulated a
black, sliding plastic stimulus presentation tray with three
adjacent wells to hold and present the test stimuli to the dog
(Figure 1B). Data were collected using DogCog™ software
(CanCog Technologies) on a computer running a Windows 7
interface. The software recorded responses (as indicated by
a keystroke from the experimenter), randomized stimulus,
and reward positions and controlled trial timing.
Prior to training on this study, all dogs reacquired the
vanillin–ethanol OD test. Dogs manipulated scented objects
(petri dishes with 25 µL urine) with their muzzle to receive
a food reward (Pup-Peroni® Original bacon flavor treat; Del
Monte Foods, San Francisco, CA, USA). Daily training
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sessions (20 trials/day) were performed 4–5 days/week until
dogs reached criterion (≥80% correct on a single session or
≥70% correct on two consecutive sessions). Unless otherwise
noted, this criterion was used for subsequent training phases.
Dogs were then trained to discriminate between urine
samples collected from dogs with TCC (CS+) and urine
samples collected from dogs with no evidence of TCC (CS-;
Tables 1 and 2). Free catch urine samples collected from
unfamiliar client owned dogs were either used fresh (within
6 h of collection) or divided (250–500 µL) and stored at
-80°C until thawed and used. Each thawed aliquot was used
on only one test day. The use of frozen samples was required
since the rate at which individual dogs learned the OD task
varied resulting in staggered entry of individual dogs into
the different study phases. In addition, our access to control
and TCC samples was intermittent; therefore, the majority
(>95%) of urine samples used on any individual test day
were initially frozen and thawed prior to use. Subsequently,
all urine samples were frozen and used in the study. Routine

urinalyses, including microscopic evaluation of a wet preparation of the urine sediment, were performed on all samples.
A diagnosis of urinary tract TCC was made by cytologic
examination of either concentrated urine sediments or tumor
samples acquired by traumatic catheterization. The following
TCC training phases were used:
• Phase I: single control and single TCC-positive urine
sample. Dogs were trained to discriminate between a urine
sample from a clinically normal 5-year-old, castrated male
(CM), golden retriever (CS-) and an 11-year-old, CM,
Staffordshire bull terrier cross diagnosed with TCC (CS+).
• Phase II: multiple controls and a single TCC-positive
urine sample. Dogs were trained to discriminate between
four additional control urine samples from the original
TCC urine sample.
• Phase III: multiple control (n=4) and multiple TCC-positive (n=6) urine samples (categorical training). Categorical training involved using a larger training set consisting

A

B

Tray
CS–

CS+

Figure 1 CanCog test apparatus.
Notes: Horizontal view (A) of a dog within the CanCog test apparatus as the tray with the control urine (CS-) and TCC-positive urine (CS+) samples were presented. A
“birds eye” view of the test apparatus is also shown (B). Dogs are trained to move the petri dish with their muzzle to signify a response. Correct responses (CS+) are then
rewarded by the individual performing the test.
Abbreviations: CS, conditioned stimulus; TCC, transitional cell carcinoma.

Table 1 Control urine samples used in the current experiment
Phase

Age (years)

Sex

Breed

Underlying condition

I, II, IV
II
II
II, III
II, III
III
III
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV

5
3
1.75
6
2.5
4.5
4.5
11
3
7
6
10
7

MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
FS
FS
FS
FS
MC
MC
FS
MC

Golden retriever
Labrador retriever mix
Pointer mix
Doberman and hound cross
Great Pyrenees
Hound mix
Hound mix
Greyhound
German shepherd cross
Labrador retriever cross
Doberman and hound cross
Labrador retriever
Labrador retriever

None
None
Psychogenic PU/PD
None
None
None
Spay incontinence
Lumbosacral pain
Vaginitis
None
None
Urinary tract infection
Urinary tract infection

Notes: Training included: Phase I single control versus single TCC-positive, Phase II multiple control versus single TCC, and Phase III multiple control versus multiple TCCpositive samples. Phase IV involved presentation of novel urine samples during the final probe trials.
Abbreviations: FS, female spayed; MC, male castrated; PU/PD, polyuria/polydipsia; TCC, transitional cell carcinoma.
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Table 2 Urine samples from TCC-positive dogs used in the current experiment
Phase

Age (years)

Sex

Breed

Other considerations

11

MC

Staffordshire bull
terrier mix

III

11

FS

Rat terrier

III

11

FS

Beagle mix

III

14

MC

Keeshond

III

12

MC

Chihuahua

III

7

FS

English pointer

IV

11

FS

Beagle mix

IV

16

FS

Chihuahua mix

Voided pre-chemotherapy sample. Concurrent Addison’s disease and hypothyroidism.
Medications included Advantix, desoxycorticosterone pivalate, enalapril, levothyroxine,
and amlodipine. Diagnosis based on cytology from traumatic catheterization and the
presence of tumors during cystoscopic examination and ultrasonographic evidence of a
broad-based mass in the body of the urinary bladder
Voided sample. Medications included piroxicam, mitoxantrone (28 days earlier),
and famotidine. Diagnosis based on cytology from traumatic catheterization and
ultrasonographic evidence of a trigone and urethral mass
Voided pre-chemotherapy sample. Medications included glucosamine chondroitin and
Comfortis (spinosad). Diagnosis based on cytology and ultrasonographic evidence of a
trigone and urethral mass
Voided pre-chemotherapy sample. Diagnosis based on cytology and ultrasonographic
evidence of a trigone mass
Voided sample. Medications included piroxicam and mitoxantrone (22 days earlier).
Diagnosis based on cytology and ultrasonographic evidence of a trigone and bladder wall
mass
Voided pre-chemotherapy sample. Diagnosis based on cytology from traumatic
catheterization and ultrasonographic evidence of a trigone and urethral mass
Voided sample. Medications included carboplatin (19 days earlier) and piroxicam.
Diagnosis based on cytology and ultrasonographic evidence of a urethral mass
Voided pre-radiation sample. Concurrent hypothyroidism. Medications included
piroxicam, misoprostol, omeprazole, and clavamox. Diagnosis based on cytology from
traumatic catheterization and ultrasonographic evidence of urethral thickening with
extension into the trigone of the urinary bladder
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I, II, III, IV

Notes: Training included: Phase I single control versus single TCC-positive, Phase II multiple control versus single TCC-positive, and Phase III multiple control versus multiple
TCC-positive samples. Phase IV involved presentation of novel urine samples during the final probe trials. aRandom inclusion of this urine sample allowed confirmation that
the dogs were maintaining training throughout the study.
Abbreviations: FS, female spayed; MC, male castrated; TCC, transitional cell carcinoma.

of urine samples from four control dogs and six dogs with
TCC (Tables 1 and 2). Samples were randomized within
and across sessions. Daily training sessions (20 trials/
day) were performed 4–5 days/week until dogs reached
criterion (≥80% correct on two consecutive sessions or
≥70% correct on three consecutive sessions).
The last phase assessed the ability of the one trained dog
(Bud) to accurately respond to untrained TCC-negative (n=6)
and TCC-positive (n=2) urine samples (probe trials). Unlike
our previous phases, two of the six control urine samples
came from dogs whose urinalysis indicated that there were
bacteria (3 to 4+), red blood cells (0 to 5–10), and white
blood cells (0–5 to 5–10) present in the urine. Inclusion of
these samples was intended to identify whether dogs may be
responding to blood cells in the TCC-positive urine samples.
This phase involved coded samples to blind the technician
performing the task. Trials with coded samples (n=10 trials
per session; 2–4 trials per sample) were unrewarded and
interspersed with rewarded trials using previously used control (golden retriever) and TCC-positive (Staffordshire bull
terrier cross) samples to maintain performance.
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Data analysis
To measure individual dog performance, the percentage of
correct decisions per session was calculated for each individual and each session. For example, in the initial learning
tasks, a criterion of 80% correct (16/20 correct responses in
one session) corresponds to P<0.01 two-tailed binomial test
versus chance. Descriptive statistics were calculated using a
commercially available statistical program (JMP Pro 12.0.1;
SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). Unless otherwise indicated, data presented are mean ± standard deviation.

Results
All dogs reacquired the vanillin–ethanol OD test (mean
=7.0±4.3 sessions; range 3–15 sessions; 20 trials/session).
Training success on the control urine versus TCC-positive
urine OD task depended upon the phase of training and
individual dog performance:
• Phase I: all dogs acquired this initial control urine versus
TCC-positive urine OD task (mean =15±7.9 sessions;
range 6–23 sessions; 20 trials/session). The rate of
acquisition of this control versus TCC-positive urine was

Veterinary Medicine: Research and Reports 2017:8
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similar to that seen with the same cohort of four dogs
when they were initially trained on the vanillin:ethanol
OD test (mean =12.3±4.3 sessions; range 7–17 sessions;
Gruen, unpublished observation, 2017).
• Phase II: all dogs learned to distinguish multiple control
urine samples from a previously learned TCC-positive
sample, and the acquisition of this task was relatively
rapid (mean =5.3±1.5 sessions; range 3–6 sessions).
• Phase III (categorical learning): all dogs received 23
training sessions (460 trials) at which time only one dog
(Bud) met criterion on this larger training set (Figure 2A)
suggesting that it mastered categorical learning. Performance of the remaining three dogs varied considerably
and often hovered near chance (53–59%).
Figure 2B shows the results of the blinded trials using
untrained TCC-positive urine samples with the one dog (Bud)
that successfully completed all training phases. Despite its
earlier success, this dog was unable to discriminate novel
urine samples collected from TCC-positive dogs from
TCC-negative dog urine (independent of the status of the
urinalysis results). The overall success rate for “Bud” was
40% with success on the two TCC-positive samples of 0%
to 75% (chance =50%).

Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first study to assess whether
scent detection dogs could be used to detect cancer in other
dogs. As a feasibility study, we used a multi-stage training

program that increased the number of control and TCCpositive urine samples. The final training phase used four
control and six TCC-positive urine samples in order for the
dogs to form a TCC odor “category.” Categorization involves
grouping different stimuli into categories or classes based on
a shared stimulus property.30 This stimulus is not perceptually
identical, but rather, possesses common features that lead
to a common response to all related members of the class.
When acquired, an individual responds to all stimuli in a
class (e.g., TCC-positive urine samples) similarly based on
the learning of a general “rule” that applies to all instances of
the category, including novel instances. Category formation
allows animals to respond appropriately to a novel, previously
un-encountered stimuli without prior explicit training. We
found that only one of four dogs trained on multiple control
and TCC-positive urine samples successfully mastered this
final training step suggesting that categorical learning may
have occurred with this dog. Despite evidence suggesting
that categorical learning occurred, this dog was unable to
reliably distinguish novel control and TCC-positive urine
samples during probe trials. Our results are qualitatively
similar to a study that evaluated the ability of dogs to detect
prostate cancer in people.15 That study used a much larger
training set (50 prostate cancer samples and 67 control
samples) during training.15 The prostate cancer study began
with 10 dogs and eventually had only two dogs that could
discriminate prostate cancer samples from controls during
this initial training. Similar to our results, neither dog in
this human study indicated prostate cancer samples more
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Figure 2 Performance of scent detection dogs.
Notes: Performance of dogs while being trained with urine samples from multiple TCC-positive and TCC-negative urine samples (A). Only one dog (Bud) reached criteria
(≥80% correct during multiple sessions) during this phase. However, during double-blind tests using new urine samples, this dog did not indicate canine TCC-positive cancer
samples more frequently than expected by chance (B). Each session consists of 20 trials.
Abbreviation: TCC, transitional cell carcinoma.
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frequently than expected by chance during double-blind tests
that used novel samples.15 Collectively, these studies indicate
an inherent challenge in the design of studies, namely how
large a training set is required to develop the formation of a
reliable cancer scent detection dog.
Another challenge investigators face with cancer scent
detection studies is the ability of dogs to remember odors.31
One plausible explanation for the success of the one dog
(Bud) to successfully complete the final training phase is
that this dog learned to associate the individual urine odors
with a food reward, thereby complicating the formation of
a generalized common odor associated with cancer. Future
studies evaluating canine cancer detection by scent detection
dogs may need to evaluate larger training sets to confirm
that a dog is responding to a TCC phenotype versus learning
individual dog urine scents.
Our study also reinforces the importance of blinding
technical staff when performing studies intended to confirm
that a scent detector dog is signaling on a sample of interest.
Although the impact of subtle cues between an animal and a
handler, the so-called Clever Hans effect, has been known for
well over a century, many studies involving scent detection
in dogs fail to include this precaution. Lit et al32 dramatically
showed how handler beliefs could affect the performance of
scent detection dogs. These experimenters disclosed false
locations of scent to handlers, which resulted in handlers
reporting more alerts at these disclosed locations, despite
no odorant being present in the test arena.32 Some studies
evaluating cancer scent detection by dogs do not clearly
indicate whether adequate blinding of research personnel
has occurred, drawing into question the positive results of
some published studies.33,34
Our study has some important limitations that could not
be fully addressed in this feasibility study. For example, the
scent detection dogs used in our study had similar genetic
backgrounds and ages. It is also possible that the scent detection dogs could have mastered the TCC-positive urine:normal
urine OD test with additional sessions or another training
paradigm. A significant challenge we faced was obtaining
a suitable number of urine samples from dogs with TCC at
the time of their initial diagnosis. During the course of this
3-month study, we were only able to obtain 12 urine samples
from two large referral veterinary medical hospitals. Future
efforts may want to consider choosing other cancer types with
a higher incidence rate. In any case, sample handling and storage will likely need to be considered in future canine cancer
detection studies. For example, in our study, some aliquots of
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the urine samples collected from the Staffordshire bull terrier
cross and golden retriever were frozen and subsequently used
in the last phase of the study. We did not observe any apparent change in the response rate of the trained dogs to these
thawed frozen samples. It remains unknown however whether
freezing of urine samples may affect the odor signature of
some urine samples. The “background” odor signature from
dog urine could vary depending upon diet, sex, reproductive
status, and the presence or absence of urinary drug (e.g.,
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs [NSAIDs], antibiotics,
chemotherapeutics, and ectoparasite medications) metabolites, proteins, epithelial cells, blood, and other materials in
urine. These potentially confounding factors were variably
present in the TCC-positive dogs used in our current study
(Table 2) and may have impaired effective categorical learning on the part of the scent detection dogs. Standardizing diets
and treatments to control for these potential confounding
factors in future studies will likely remain elusive for future
investigators. Finally, at the time the urine samples were
collected, we relied upon a presumptive diagnosis of TCC.
This diagnosis was based upon cytologic evaluation of urine
sediment and ultrasonographic evidence of the presence of
thickening of the urethra and trigone region of the bladder
or the presence of a mass in the bladder. Confirmation of a
diagnosis of TCC often rests on histopathological examination of affected tissues.23 Biopsy results were not available
for the individual dogs used in the study, and the dogs were
lost to long-term follow-up and necropsy.
Despite these limitations, our study provides important
new information concerning the feasibility of using scent
detection dogs to detect cancer in other dogs. This study is
especially timely given the increasing interest this topic has
garnered among the general public, veterinarians, and other
health professionals. Additional research including efforts
to identify optimal sample handling, storage, and number
of samples is needed, however, before this approach can be
applied as a screening tool for veterinary oncology.

Conclusion
Using scent detection dogs for the identification of cancer
has been the subject of numerous media reports. However,
the scientific literature concerning this topic remains limited.
Our study represents a novel attempt to use scent detection
dogs to identify TCC in other dogs. The results of this study
suggests that the ability of individual scent detection dogs to
learn an olfactory discrimination test in which they have to
distinguish between urine samples collected from clinically
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normal dogs and dogs with TCC varies considerably. Our
results also suggest that large training sets, in excess of the
one used in this pilot study, may be required to adequately
train scent detection dogs for this purpose. These results
suggest that the use of dogs for the scent detection of cancer
in other dogs remains a significant clinical challenge in part
because of variability in individual scent detection dog’s
ability to learn an appropriate olfactory task, urine sample
storage, and other confounding factors that could impair
canine performance.
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